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The Washington Post
"[G]randly ambitious... another masterpiece... this genre includes some of the greatest novels of our
time, from Pynchon’s V. to David Foster Wallace’s Infinite Jest. That’s the troupe Larsen has decided
to join, and I Am Radar is a dazzling performance."

The moment just before Radar Radmanovic is born, all of the hospital’s electricity mysteriously fails. The
delivery takes place in total darkness. Lights back on, the staff sees a healthy baby boy—with pitch-black
skin—born to the stunned white parents. No one understands the uncanny electrical event or the unexpected
skin color. “A childbirth is an explosion,” the ancient physician says by way of explanation. “Some shrapnel
is inevitable, isn’t it?”

A kaleidoscopic novel both heartbreaking and dazzling, Reif Larsen’s I Am Radar begins with Radar’s
perplexing birth but rapidly explodes outward, carrying readers across the globe and throughout history, as
well as to unknown regions where radio waves and subatomic particles dance to their own design. Spanning
this extraordinary range with grace and empathy, humor and courage, I Am Radar is the vessel where a
century of conflict and art unite in a mesmerizing narrative whole. 

Deep in arctic Norway, a cadre of Norwegian schoolteachers is imprisoned during the Second World War.
Founding a radical secret society that will hover on the margins of recorded history for decades to come,
these schoolteachers steal radioactive material from a hidden Nazi nuclear reactor and use it to stage a surreal
art performance on a frozen coastline. This strange society appears again in the aftermath of Cambodia’s
murderous Khmer Rouge regime, when another secret performance takes place but goes horrifically wrong.
Echoes of this disaster can be heard during the Yugoslavian wars, when an avant-garde puppeteer finds
himself trapped inside Belgrade while his brother serves in the genocidal militia that attacks Srebrenica.
Decades later, in the war-torn Congo, a disfigured literature professor assembles the largest library in the
world even as the country around him collapses. All of these stories are linked by Radar—now a gifted radio
operator living in the New Jersey Meadowlands—who struggles with love, a set of hapless parents,and a
terrible medical affliction that he has only just begun to comprehend.

As I Am Radar accelerates toward its unforgettable conclusion, these divergent strands slowly begin to
converge, revealing that beneath our apparent differences, unseen harmonies secretly unite our lives.
Drawing on the furthest reaches of quantum physics, forgotten history, and mind-bending art, Larsen’s I Am
Radar is a triumph of storytelling at its most primal, elegant, and epic: a breathtaking journey through
humanity’s darkest hours only to arrive at a place of shocking wonder and redemption.

Cleveland Plain-Dealer
"Larsen’s is an extraordinarily lush and verdant imagination, blooming wildly on the borders of the
absurd and the riotous, the surreal and the ordinary…Quite unlike any [novel] I’ve read in a long
time. One doesn’t consume it; one enters it, as part of a literary enactment… Brilliant…The effort is
well-rewarded: It is both maddening and marvelous…I can’t wait to see what he pulls off next."



From the Hardcover edition.
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From reader reviews:

Anthony Brown:

Book is to be different for each grade. Book for children right up until adult are different content. We all
know that that book is very important for all of us. The book I Am Radar: A Novel ended up being making
you to know about other expertise and of course you can take more information. It is very advantages for
you. The reserve I Am Radar: A Novel is not only giving you considerably more new information but also
for being your friend when you experience bored. You can spend your own personal spend time to read your
guide. Try to make relationship using the book I Am Radar: A Novel. You never truly feel lose out for
everything in the event you read some books.

Sheila Kilburn:

A lot of people always spent their very own free time to vacation or perhaps go to the outside with them
family or their friend. Do you know? Many a lot of people spent many people free time just watching TV, as
well as playing video games all day long. If you want to try to find a new activity here is look different you
can read the book. It is really fun for you personally. If you enjoy the book you read you can spent the entire
day to reading a reserve. The book I Am Radar: A Novel it is very good to read. There are a lot of people
that recommended this book. They were enjoying reading this book. In the event you did not have enough
space to deliver this book you can buy the particular e-book. You can m0ore effortlessly to read this book
from a smart phone. The price is not too costly but this book possesses high quality.

Jose Weitzman:

Exactly why? Because this I Am Radar: A Novel is an unordinary book that the inside of the publication
waiting for you to snap the item but latter it will zap you with the secret the item inside. Reading this book
adjacent to it was fantastic author who else write the book in such wonderful way makes the content interior
easier to understand, entertaining approach but still convey the meaning thoroughly. So , it is good for you
because of not hesitating having this any more or you going to regret it. This book will give you a lot of
positive aspects than the other book possess such as help improving your expertise and your critical thinking
method. So , still want to delay having that book? If I were being you I will go to the guide store hurriedly.

Curtis Swasey:

What is your hobby? Have you heard that question when you got college students? We believe that that
query was given by teacher for their students. Many kinds of hobby, Every individual has different hobby.
Therefore you know that little person like reading or as reading become their hobby. You need to know that
reading is very important and book as to be the point. Book is important thing to increase you knowledge,
except your own teacher or lecturer. You find good news or update in relation to something by book. Many
kinds of books that can you choose to use be your object. One of them is actually I Am Radar: A Novel.
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